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The Model F by Luke Roberts is the world's first lamp where you can

move the light in any direction without having to move any parts of

the lamp itself. With our intuitively designed app, you can create

and customize incredible lighting scenes for any room regardless

of the setup or purpose of the space. Dynamically highlight a

painting on the wall, a table or an entire room with direct or indirect

light. The possibilities are endless and you can save your favorite

light scenes to return to later.

The lamp can be controlled with the app, existing light switches

and voice assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and

Siri. It also learns from the user's behavior and automatically selects

the preferred light scene when switched on.

THE MODEL F



UNIQUE DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING

ILLUMINATE AREAS INDIRECT LIGHTHIGHLIGHT SINGLE SPOTS

Our patent-pending optical system works

together with sophisticated electronics,

allowing you to move the light

dynamically. Using direct and indirect

lighting as required, you can choose

between single and multiple spots, or

illuminate entire areas and rooms with

varying brightness levels. Simply use the

app to direct the light to the area you

want to illuminate.

This makes the Model F the ideal lamp for

multi-functional rooms. In an open

kitchen, you could illuminate the kitchen

surfaces, the dining table or use only

indirect light for a romantic dinner.

A meeting room could have multiple light

scenes for conversations, presentations

and for after-work events.
The indirect light features over 16
million colors including whites enabling
a different atmosphere for every mood.

Highlight focal points, such as your
favorite painting, shelves, tables or

work spaces.

Place light where you need it: from
functional spaces to entire rooms with

direct and / or indirect lighting.



LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS

Direct Light Indirect Light

Directional Lighting Yes Yes

Lumen Output 4000lm 1400lm

Tunable White 2700 - 4000K 2700 - 4000K

LED Type
Cool White
Warm White

RGB, Cool White
Warm White

Individually Controllable Yes Yes

Dimmable Yes Yes

CRI (Whites) >95 >95

High quality light is the focus of everything we do. Our LEDs are

carefully selected to ensure high CRI, and we only use premium

materials for our lenses and diffusers, maximizing beam quality.

Technology developed in-house allows for flicker-free dimming of

the LEDs even at low light levels.



CONTROL

TIMER

Automatically turn the lamp on / off

Select weekday, time and light scene

LUKE ROBERTS APP

Full control of the lamp and all settings

Create light scenes with Paint your Light

Security settings

CLICK DETECTION

Turn the lamp on / off with light switch*

AI predicts the preferred light scene

Cycle through light scenes

*Compatible with all switches except dimmer switches

We understand that different lifestyles

require different lighting controls. The

Model F gives you multiple options so

you can choose the right one for you.

Our dedicated app gives you access to

all features including timers allowing you

to set light alarms for set days or times.

Using a light switch is often the most

convenient way to control lighting. Our

"Click Detection" technology allows

you to use existing light switches to

swap between stored light scenes by

switching the lamp off and on again,

using AI technology to predict your

preferred light scene.

The Model F can also be connected to

your smart home with the Luke Roberts

skill for Alexa or with Google Assistant.

INTEGRATIONS

Turn the lamp on / off

Change brightness levels

Change color temperature and color



APP CONTROL

The Luke Roberts app offers advanced

features giving you complete control over

every aspect of your light. Use the Paint

Your Light technology to add light in the

areas you wish to be illuminated. Choose

from warm and cool whites for the direct

light, and over 16 million colours for the

indirect. The Luke Roberts app is available for

free on the App Store and Google Play.

Scan the QR code and download

the Luke Roberts app now.

Don’t have a lamp yet? Use the

demo within our app to explore

the Paint Your Light technology.

SCENE LIST PAINT YOUR LIGHT ADVANCED SETTINGS

The Light Scene List stores your light
scenes. Scroll through to find one of

your favorites or make a new one.

Use the color picker to choose your
color and then simply paint light in the

areas you wish to be illuminated.

Advanced settings such as timers and
click detection can be easily applied

and altered in the settings menu.



TECHNICAL DETAILS

165mm | 6.5in

300mm | 11.8in

37mm | 1.5in

80mm | 3.2in

0.2 - 1.2m | 0.8 - 4.0ft

INSTALLATION

Europe 230V | US / CA 120V

Power supply unit included

Max. 75W Power Consumption

IP20 - Indoor use only

PRODUCT WEIGHT

Luminaire*: 3.2kg / 7lbs

Packaging: 4.6kg / 10lbs

Shipping carton: 5kg / 11lbs

*Includes ceiling mount

CONNECTION

Bluetooth® 4.2 LE

iPhone and iPad

AndroidTM 5 or higher

CABLE LENGTH

Standard cable length: 1.2m | 4.0ft

Adjustable between 0.2-1.2m | 0.8-4.0ft

Cable can be rolled up in ceiling mount



PRODUCT COLORS

Manufactured from aluminum, our unique

fin structure has been designed to optimize

heat dissipation. Our lamps are available as

standard in three premium powdercoat

finishes: white, black and gray. These colors

have been carefully selected, allowing the

lamp to blend into any architectural scene.

Product Order Codes

WHITE BLACK

Europe US / CA

White LRF01A LRF02A

Black LRF01B LRF02B

Gray LRF01C LRF02C

GRAY
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